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Theft with violence against the motorist to the attention of North Lampung Police, because of the tendency of criminal offenses is increased from the year 2013-204, therefore North Lampung Police formed Anti Robber Team in implementing the appropriate role of the duties, functions and responsibilities. The problems of this study are: (a) What is the role of Anti Robber Team in the prevention of theft with violence on North Lampung Police Resort? (b) Why are inhibitors against Anti Robber Team in the prevention of theft with violence on North Lampung Police Resort?

This study used juridical normative and empirical. Data collection procedures conducted by literature study and field study, data were analyzed qualitatively in order to obtain conclusions.

These results indicate that the role of Anti Robber Team of North Lampung Police Resort in the prevention of theft with violence, including in the role of normative implemented based on legislation and the role of factual implemented based on the fact or facts in the field, include: the socialization of awareness of the crime of theft by violence on motorists with instalating banners appeal; put members in plain clothes at vulnerable points of the crime of theft with violence on motorists; implement enforcement through inquiry and investigation. Factors that inhibit the role of Anti Robber Team are law enforcement officers factors, namely the lack of quantity and quality of police investigators; facilities and infrastructure factors, the limited means of multimedia, wiretaps and forensic laboratories; community factors, namely the people that actually protects the perpetrators of the crime of theft and did not cooperate with the officer; cultural factors, namely the persistence of a culture of tolerance towards perpetrators and choose solve a criminal case without going through the police.

Suggestions in this research is Anti Robber Team of North Lampung Police Resort advised to increase patrols in the context of security and supervision of the locations prone robber and recommended increased surveillance using surveillance cameras media.
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